RICHMOND POLICE ACTIVITY REPORT
October 25th, 2017‐ November 7th, 2017

TRAFFIC TICKETS ISSUED
Speeding: 7

Vehicle not inspected: 3

Plates Not Assigned: 1

Cell phone: 1

Operating without insurance: 1

Unreasonable or Imprudent Speeds: 1

Operating After Suspension (Civil): 1

Minor Consuming Alcohol: 8

TOTAL TRAFFIC TICKETS ISSUED: 23
TOTAL WRITTEN WARNINGS ISSUED: 19
INCIDENTS REPORTED
Accidents: 5

Motor vehicle complaints: 5

Citizen assist: 2

Theft: 1

Citizen Dispute: 2

Property Watch: 1

Fireworks: 1

VIN number verification: 2

Welfare Check: 5

Agency assists: 14

Juvenile Problem: 3

Suspicious: 2

Traffic Hazard: 1

911 Hang Up: 2

Public Speaking: 1

Family Fight: 3

Directed Patrol: 3

Motorist Assist: 3

Vandalism: 1

Threatening: 1

Noise Complaint: 1
TOTAL INCIDENTS REPORTED: 59
ARRESTS:
Operating After Suspension (Criminal): 1

Enabling Consumption by Minors: 1

TOTAL ARRESTS: 2















10/26/2017: Cpl. Bullock received a report of a male at his residence on East Main Street with
his Fiance and small child who was suicidal and believed to be in possession of a firearm. Cpl.
Bullock and Cpl. Lindemuth made contact with the male and ultimately convinced him to go to
University of Vermont Medical Center to undergo a mental health evaluation. Family agreed to
remove all firearms from the residence.
10/28/2017: Cpl. Bullock attended Big Truck Day at Camel’s Hump Middle School. Youngsters
got an opportunity to explore the inside of a police vehicle.
10/28/2017: Richmond Police Department participated in the annual DEA Drug Take Back event.
The total amount of prescription medication turned in in the state of Vermont during the event
was in excess of 6000 pounds. This event has been effective in taking unused prescription
medication out of circulation therefore eliminating the possibility that it will end up being
abused on the streets.
10/28/2017: I received a report of a possible underage drinking party taking place at a residence
on Joan Avenue. With the assistance of Williston Police Department and Vermont State Police
we investigated the report and confirmed and the party was shut down. As a result of standard
screening 8 juveniles were determined to be under the influence of alcohol and issued court
diversion citations. Arrangements were made for the juveniles at the residence to be released
into the custody of their parents. The juvenile female who was determined to be the host of the
party was taken into custody, processed and issued a citation to appear in Juvenile Court from
Enabling Consumption by Minors. She was subsequently released into the custody of her
mother who had been out of town for the weekend.
11/02/2017: Cpl. Bullock conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle on West Main Street at
Cumberland Farms for defective equipment. The operator was determined to have a criminally
suspended operator’s license. Additionally, he determined that the plates displayed on the
vehicle were not assigned to it and the operator did not have valid liability insurance. The
operator was issued a criminal citation and civil traffic violations roadside before being released.
The vehicle was grounded in the parking lot.
11/02/2017: Cpl. Hamlin received a report of a family fight taking place at a residence on East
Main Street. When Cpl. Hamlin arrived on scene one of the parties involved had since left the
area. A subsequent investigation revealed that the fight was mutual affray and no charges were
filed.
11/02/2017: Cpl. Hamlin received a request to assist Richmond Rescue with a report of an
unresponsive female at a residence on Stage Road. Upon arrival Cpl. Hamlin learned that the
female had suffered a seizure and had since begun to stabilize. Richmond Rescue transported
the female to University of Vermont Medical Center and Cpl. Hamlin notified the female’s
parents of the incident.
11/03/2017: While investigating traffic congestion on Bridge Street I discovered that the
Railroad Crossing Gates had suffered a malfunction and were stuck down. A railroad technician
was dispatched to the scene to repair the gates. Traffic was redirected from Bridge Street for
approximately 1 hour.









11/03/2017: Vermont State Police received a request for a Welfare Check on a female believed
to be residing in Huntington. It was ultimately determined that the female was currently
residing in an apartment on Bridge Street. I made contact with the female who appeared to
have self‐inflicted cuts to her left wrist that she was in the process of treating. The female
refused to be evaluated by medical professionals. She was ultimately agreed to be released into
the care of a male friend who was familiar with her mental health issues and had cared for her
in the past.
11/04/2017: Cpl. Hamlin received a request to assist Richmond Rescue with a report of an
intoxicated male at a residence on Cochran Road who had fallen and hit his head. Rescue
evaluated and treated the male who had sustained minor injuries. It was determined that both
parties were under the influence of alcohol and marijuana.
11/05/2017: Cpl. Greenough received a report of a fight between two males taking place at a
residence on Stage Road. A subsequent investigation determined it to be an ongoing issue
between a female’s father and her boyfriend. The incident was deemed mutual affray and no
charges were filed.
11/07/2017: Cpl. Greenough received a report of a 9 mm hand gun stolen from a car parked in
the parking lot of Harrington’s. The investigation is ongoing.

SUBMITTED BY;
Mathew C. Nadeau
Sergeant – Richmond PD

